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Not always successful in establishing  his desired image within the world of Roman personal 

politics, Cicero sometimes  experienced  difficulties  with  self-representation in the  domestic 

sphere. Writing to a friend, M. Fabius Gallus, who was negotiating the purchase of some art 

objects on his behalf through the agency of Damasippus a dealer, he complains of the price asked 

for 4 or 5 statues, 'which is more than this whole class of statues are worth',  but also he find the 

subjects inappropriate. Where Gallus had apparently  acquired a group of statues representing 

Maenads, Cicero had been hoping for some Muses comparable to those  which the senator  

Metellus  owned. Granted,  he says ironically, that the Bacchae  are rather  pretty, but 

nonetheless Muses better suit his studious nature. On top of this, Gallus has bought him a statue 

of Mars. 'Why on earth a statue of Mars for me, the author of peace?' With all Gallus' energy and 

good intentions, he does not understand Cicero's nature and image. 

Although nothing within this letter indicates just when Cicero wrote it, or for which of his 

properties he intended the statues, he does specify where within the house he wants to place 

them. Muses would have been right for a library; he is seeking statues to decorate  his palaestra  

in the manner of a gymnasium. The consistency  with which he pursued this purpose is 

witnessed by similar requests in letters written to Atticus at Athens. Internal references   date   

these  letters  during   the  years  surrounding Cicero's praetorship  (67-65 B.c.). In the light of 

his political success, he had acquired a villa at Tusculum, a town in the Alban Hills resembling a 

resort colony, where many of his fellow senators  enjoyed   luxurious   villa  properties.  To  Atticus  

Cicero declares himself so pleased with this newly acquired villa that it is  now  the  only  place  in  

the  world  where  he can  be  fully contented  with himself. In April 67 he looks forward to a 

shipment of Megaric statues and Herms already purchased, one of which, as we learn in 1.10, is 

a Hermheracles. But Cicero wants Atticus to keep his eyes open for still more statues and soon 

after he is eagerly  awaiting  a Hermathena  that Atticus has bought. Cicero praises the choice of 

Minerva as an outstanding figure for a gymnasium. Obviously he finds his close friend Atticus 

more understanding of his ethos than Gallus. By Spring 65 Athena has arrived to the utter 

satisfaction  of her new owner who has positioned her so advantageously  within his 

'gymnasium' that the space appears like a ‘Hermatheneum', paying tribute to her. In all these 

letters Cicero uses the term 'gymnasium', sometimes coupling it with the mention of a library, 

but also with the word 'Academy'. So, one may ask, if the man of peace rejects a statue of Mars, 

what does the orator want with the physical culture of a gymnasium? 

Peristyles 

Of course this is not what we today call a gymnasium, but a space of more varied use and 

significance. Its form will have been the kind of colonnaded open-air  enclosure  to which  we 

give the generic name peristyle (fig. 3).Ancient Mediterranean architecture made use of 

peristyles in many contexts including temples and public squares. According to the Roman 

architect Vitruvius, Greek houses also contained spaces called peristyles, but these were paved 

interior courts very different from Rome's outdoor porticoes.  Rather  than  the  Greek  

domestic   peristyle, .these Roman  porticoes would  seem  to be modelled  upon building 

patterns  in the public  world, and especially the gymnasium palaestra associated not only with 

the physical, but also with the intellectual culture of cities. The great Hellenistic city Pergamon 

possessed a series of gymnasia in its terraced 'Middle City' (fig.7). By Cicero's time, well-travelled 

Roman senators were familiar with such buildings. Translated into the framework of Roman private 



houses,  such 'gymnasia' became visible indications o f  their owners' cosmopolitan 

sophistication, but also the way m which their exercise of personal power spanned both private 

and public  spheres. 

Lucullus' library 

Among the first Romans  to incorporate such spaces into a villa was Cicero's neighbour at 

Tusculum, L. Licinius Lucullus, who from 7? B.C.  had commanded  a proconsular  army against 

King Mithridates of Pontus, until the senate transferred this imperium to Pompey in 63. 

Returning  to Rome, Lucullus  expressed  his pique by investing a large portion of his immense 

fortune in private building on an unprecedented scale. His great mansion on the Pincian 

towered in full view of the city, and he enlarged his  inherited  estate  at  Tusculum   whose  

buildings  spanned several square miles Lucullus' villas were especially known for their porticoes 

with surrounding chambers luxuriously furnished for dining, but also, according to Plutarch 

(42.1) he situated his libraries in open rooms connecting with porticoes that included spaces for 

reading. For such study spaces contiguous upon colonnades there was precedent  in the 

Athenian  Lyceum  and also the Museum at Alexandria. As the first Roman to stock a library 

with books he himself had gathered, Lucullus welcomed both Greek and Roman  visitors. Cicero 

once came upon Cato there,  buried  in  Stoic  philosophy  and  preparing  to tutor  the owner 

himself. 

The Villa of the Papiri 

Although nothing survives of Lucullus' libraries, a real-life analogy exists in the 'Villa  of the 

Papiri' at Herculaneum, where excavators digging from 1750-64 came upon a vast number of 

charred papyrus rolls many of which contained writings of a philosopher,  the Epicurean  disciple 

Philodemus.  By reason of this concentration, the ownership of the villa is attributed to 

Philodemus' Roman patron, L.Calpurnius Piso (Julius Caesar's father-in-law) who we  know 

from  Cicero's own evidence  to have  maintained  Philodemus in his house as resident 

philosopher  (In  Pisonem  25-9), writing  not only  treatises  but  also epigrams for the 

symposium.  

Although  the Villa of the Papiri was never brought fully to light,  but mined out through 

underground  tunnels, the excavation supervisor drew detailed plans that show where every 

object was found. Over 100 pieces of statuary distributed  throughout the villa make up the 

largest collection  ever discovered  in one place.  Three  rooms  in the Naples  Museum  now 

contain  the pieces, but they come more effectively  to life in the full-scale replica of the villa 

that houses  the Getty Museum  in Malibu, California. Here visitors can walk through the villa's  

two peristyles, planted with appropriate shrubbery  and with the statues positioned where art 

historians think they should belong (fig. 4). 

Clearly these statues represented  the philosophical temper of the villa. Images of Greek orators 

and philosophers  combined with portraits  of enlightened Hellenistic rulers and intellectual 

deities  were clustered   in  thematic  groupings  throughout  its rooms. Among these statues are 

two of the types that Atticus has bought  for  Cicero:  a  helmeted  Hermathena   (fig.  6)  and  a 

Heracles  berm by Po1yclitus (fig 5). Beyond these, a group of five graceful women, often 

considered as Danaid water carriers, who  line  the sides  of  the  euripus  in  the  smaller  

peristyle, may shed some light upon the Muses/Maenads (fig. 1).If such matched sets were a 

going fashion, we might imagine that Metellus' Muses and Gallus'  unwelcome  Maenads  were 

other versions of the same kind. In Cicero's reference  to statues we may notice a greater 



interest in subject than aesthetic credentials; this is generally in keeping with his concern for 

what personal attributes  his decoration might symbolize.  Likewise the statues at the villa, even 

though many were 'masterpiece' copies of celebrated artists'  works, were probably most valued 

for their intellectual symbolism. 

Piso (and  his eyebrows) 

That the Villa of the Pisos should provide our best clue to the kind  of place  that  Cicero's 

gymnasium  was  and his  aims in furnishing it is paradoxical  because Cicero himself considered 

Piso no friend,  but nourished  bitter resentment  against  him as the presiding consul of 58 who 

had refused to oppose his exile. Back in Rome he attacked his politics in the Pro Sestio and 

dedicated  the  In Pisonem  to  his  putative  vices. In  seizing  upon aspects of Piso's life and 

character to pillory, Cicero particularly mocked his inclination  towards Epicurean philosophy, 

wilfully misinterpreting its doctrinal  goals  of  intellectual  pleasure  as licentious sensuality, 

Piso, it would seem, had heavy eyebrows that gave his face an aspect of gravity, and which he 

often used expressively to signal  his opinions  (Pro Sestio 19). 'To some men', Cicero says 

ironically, 'these  weren't just eyebrows,  but pledges of the Republic' (fig. 2).Not only did this 

pseudo-gravity deceive the Roman electorate, but even 'a certain cultivated Greek'  (Graecus  

humanus)_ was  taken  in  by  the  'contracted brow'   (In   Pisonem   28).  Although   Cicero   never   

defames Philodemus by name, he pictures him as a 'pet' philosopher who is too yielding (facilis) 

and ingratiating (venustus) to contradict a  Roman  senator,  and  whose  sufferance  therefore  

sanctions Piso's  pretentiously self-indulgent perversion of Epicureanism. 

In  the  face  of  such  denigration,   Piso's carefully   chosen programme of statues gives contrary 

witness, arguing instead for the seriousness  of his philosophy  and for his desiring,  no less than 

Cicero himself, to relate theoretical studies  to public life. While Cicero's letters furnish  

glimpses  of  the statuary  in his gymnasia, it is to his dialogues we must tum in order to discover 

the rationale for his decorative programme and presumably  that of the Villa of the Pisos as well. 

The most meaningful allusions to the porticus as a bridge between public and private worlds 

occur in dialogues that take place within the elegant residences of cultivated senatorial  

aristocrats. These  settings  are tied up with Cicero's conceptualization of his dialogues as Roman 

adaptations of Greek forms and ideas. The two major dialogues  of the late 50s, the De 

republica and De oratore, have porticoes as their settings. 

Locations in Cicero's dialogues 

At the beginning of the De republica much is made of its occasion, the Feriae Latinae 

when Scipio Aemilianus is at leisure in hortis (l.9.14). As friends begin to gather, Scipio leads them 

into a porticus, where, after several peripatetic  pacings,  they settle themselves on an open  

grass plot to take full benefit of winter sun (1.12.18). Architecturally this setting  seems simple, 

as if perhaps accommodated to historical probability, but the essence of the dialogue is wisdom 

emanating from the sanctioned leisure of a ritual holiday to the benefit of the state. With its 

dramatic date set later, in 91 B.C., the De oratore  has a more elaborate ambience.  This 

complex dialogue  takes place in the Tusculan villa of L. Crassus, during the days of the Ludi 

Romani furnishing an alternative intellectual form of holiday entertainment to its participants. 

How fitting itis, remarks Q. Lutatius Catulus, to be disputing within a porticus and palaestra 

reminiscent  of the Greek  gymnasium  schools,  but his  colleague  Sulpicius  even asserts that 

this discussion has the potential for placing Crassus' Tusculan palaestra ahead of the Academy 

and the Lyceum (1.98.4). Was Cicero anachronistic in ascribing a 'palaestra' to Crassus' villa? 

Possibly so, but an educated man of the early first century will certainly have been familiar enough 



with the philosophical associations of the term to recognize  its appropriate ness to the 

philosophical evaluation of rhetoric that is conducted within the dialogue. 

When Cicero locates dialogues in his own time, he also links honorific  Greek  names  with well 

known  personalities. In an initial version of his philosophical Academica, he personified the 

once   powerful   republican    senators   Catulus,   Lucullus   and Hortensius as speakers,  but later  

he  decided  that  these  three lacked  the intellectual depth  that his conversation demanded 

(Att. 13.13; 13.16; 13.9) and gave their places to Cato, Brutus, and Varro. They retained them, 

however, in Academica 2 which begins with a tribute to Lucullus' learning and takes place in the 

xystus of Hortensius' country house at Bauli (Acad. 2.3.9). This word carried  specific 

associations. Meaning  no more in itself than a cleared space, it was the name given to a 

gymnasium at Elis, to commemorate its legendary  establishment by Heracles who was said  to 

have cleared  the place  of thorns  (Pausanias 6.23.1). Perhaps Hortensius really was the first 

Roman to distinguish space within a villa by this term, but Vitruvius, speaking of public 

palaestrae (5.11.4), contrasts the forms of Greek and Roman  xysti,  the former  being covered  

exercise  grounds,  the latter open spaces where trees grow between a double colonnade, 

precisely as the archaeologist Wilhelmina  Jashemsky has discovered roots of large plane trees 

in the palaestrae  of Pompeii and Herculaneum. As for Lucullus' celebrated villa, it provided the 

venue  for  Cicero's lost  Hortensius, a fragment  of  which preserves  a tantalizing  mention  of 

its elegant  furnishings  and 'statues that seem  to live and breathe'. 

Cicero's dialogues set within his own villas also make use of spaces with honorific Greek names. 

The Brutus begins when Atticus  and  Brutus  pay a visit  to Cicero  at leisure  in  xysto. (Brutus 

10). Like the villa of the Pisos, his Tusculanumhad two gymnasia located, not surprisingly in that 

hilly country, on different levels. He called the upper gymnasium  'Lycaeum' (De div. 1.5)  and the 

lower  'Academia' (Tusc.  2.4). His letter  to Atticus concerning the Hermathena indicates that he 

had already established  the name by 67 B.c. His eagerness to acquire deco rations of a clearly 

intellectual significance reveals the serious ness with which he regarded the philosophical  

implications of the term. Since the Hermathena so pleased him we can think when  we read  

his writings from  Tusculum  of his composing them under the goddess' intellectually inspiring 

gaze. 
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